Sea Kayaking Basic Safety Course
Sea Kayaking Confidence Course
Guided tour of sea caves
Guided tour of sea caves
Sea kayaking on Lake Superior

Vernon Hershberger, Grazin’ Midwestern Bio-Ag Gary Zimmer, President of Category: Plant and Animal Nutrition Including Rotational Grazing and Beekeeping

To popularize themes presented at Annual Coffee Shop Conferences, budget is available for the production of 12 full-length films. Screen Gems is the production company

Scott Trautman, Trautman Farm
Patty Reedy, Rainbow Fleece

For more than 30 years, Gary has stood his ground and opposed widely-accepted farming methods that destroy soil fertility and harm farm

In farming circles that Gary Zimmer would call “biological farming,” he’s become a specialist at rotational grazing, a skill which is rare in the United States. In the field of rotational grazing, Ireland and New Zealand are both

Patty Reedy and her husband Andy created their Rainbow Fleece Farm during the Back to the Land movement in the 1970s. Patty raises hens that

county district attorney refused to prosecute Vernon who is a meticulous steward of the land and father of 10 children. After three years of court

Richard Dolan’s family has been dairy farming and raising vegetables in Dodgeville for three generations raising healthy cows but also searching

In 2007, Vernon’s father attended Dee’s conference and came back with a very interesting story. To demonstrate the intelligence level

Beaver Animal Clinic

For consumers, one of the most important dairy topics is the danger of consuming milk from cows that have been given recombinant bovine growth hormone (rBGH)

Although Scott was not entirely a novice (his father worked for John Deere), he chose organic dairy farming and has faced some of the same political pressure as

Although Richard used the opportunity to see how far he could raise brix values. Dr. Carey Reams created a brix scale for vegetables in the 1930s and 14 is

Dee A. Lusby Arizona Rangeland

Will Allen, retired professional farmer and CEO of Growing Power, would be the first to agree that organic dairy farming is an important step in
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